A multivalued map F : X <p(Y) is called l-irresolute (u-irresolute) if it is 1-irresolute (u-irresolute J at every point of the space X.
A multivalued map which is 1-irresolute and u-irresolute is called irresolute. proposition 1.3. [7] . A multivalued map 2. Irresolute mappings and dense subsetB of their domains Let X,Y be topological spaces. Let f: X Y be irresolute and let DcX be dense. It is evident that the restriction f|D is irresolute. In this part of the paper we will show that under some assumptions a map which is irresolute on dense subset of its domain is irresolute on whole domain. The example of Dirichlet's function shows that in general this fact does not hold. Proof. We will prove this proposition supposing that F is u-irresolute, for 1-irresolute mappings the proof is similar to this.
Let D be a dense subset of a spaoe X. Let PeF(U) where U is an open subset of X, and let G cY be a semi-open set containing P. Evidently F + (G) n|U t fi and because F + (G) is semi--open we have Int F + (G) nU / ((, so F + (G) nU nD / 0. There is a point xe UnD such that F(x) cG, obviously F(x) eF(UnD) and the proof is complete. If a family & is s-u-dense and s-l-dense in a family 5J then we will say that a family fy is s-dense in a family S . On the other hand, because the family F(GnD) is s-l-dense in the family P(G), there is a point jcGnD such that (4) F(y) nff i 0.
But from (2) we have F{y) c V^ and this is contradiction to (3) so the proof is completed. is u-irresolute (P ') (GJ is semi-open and x^e (P ') (G^nS. So there is a not-empty open set S 1 cS such that for every x e S 1 we have F(x,y.,) c G^. Therefore Ptxj^nGg = 0 and because y 1 e (P x )~(Gq) we obtain V n i ( The proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to that in Theorem 3.1. As an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain: Corollary 3.1. Let 2 be a Baire space, Y be a locally second countable space and let Z be s-regular and s-normal. If a multivalued map P:I <Y --€(Z) is such that for every x e X \ M, where M is of the first category, and for every j el the maps P x and F 7 are irresolute, then F is irresolute . By Proposition 1.5 we have-: Theorem 3.3. Let X,Y,Z satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. If f : X » Y --Z is such that for every x e X \ M where M is of the first category, and for every y e Y the maps f x and are irresolute then f is irresolute.
